Name :

Past Progressive Tense
Construction: was / were + verb ing
Functions: 1. To express an action continuing at a specific point in the past
Example: When her friends came over Lucy,

was eating

lunch.

2. To describe an action that repeatedly happened in the past
Example: Daniel

was swimming

twice a day the whole summer last year.

3. To express a change of mind or to make a polite request using
“wonder”
Example: I

was wondering

if I could eat some more ice cream.

PREVIEW

4. To describe an action that was interrupted by another action
was cooking

Example: I

dinner when someone knocked at the door.

Complete each sentence using the past progressive form of the verb given in the
Gain complete access to the largest
parentheses.
1)

When Lucas

2)

I

3)

As kids, we

4)

Since I

collection of atworksheets
in all subjects!
the institute, he met Prof. Alex. (study)
lease

No

member
embers, p so I could nott aanswer
? call. (read)
aM
magazine,
your
log in to
download this
always
worksheet.

Please sign up to

gain comple
te
when we would go to school. (cry)
access.

, I did not check her mails. (travel)
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5)

We

6)

Mr. Muller

7)

Alice and her friends

8)

Evelyn

if we could sit in the library for some time. (wonder)

a speech when Tom entered the hall. (give)

basketball at this time yesterday. (play)

a dinner party when Lisa called her. (attend)
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Answer Key

Name :

Past Progressive Tense
Construction: was / were + verb ing
Functions: 1. To express an action continuing at a specific point in the past
Example: When her friends came over Lucy,

was eating

lunch.

2. To describe an action that repeatedly happened in the past
Example: Daniel

was swimming

twice a day the whole summer last year.

3. To express a change of mind or to make a polite request using
“wonder”
Example: I

was wondering

if I could eat some more ice cream.

PREVIEW

4. To describe an action that was interrupted by another action
was cooking

Example: I

dinner when someone knocked at the door.

Complete each sentence using the past progressive form of the verb given in the
Gain complete access to the largest
parentheses.
1)

When Lucas

2)

I

collection of atworksheets
in all subjects!
the institute, he met Prof. Alex. (study)

was studying

was reading

3)

As kids, we

4)

Since I

lease

No

member
embers, p so I could nott aanswer
? call. (read)
aM
magazine,
your

log in to
download this
were
always
worksheet.

Please sign up to

gain comple
te
when we would go to school. (cry)
crying
access.

, I did not check her mails. (travel)

was traveling
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5)

We were wondering if we could sit in the library for some time. (wonder)

6)

Mr. Muller

7)

Alice and her friends

8)

Evelyn

was giving

was attending

a speech when Tom entered the hall. (give)

were playing

basketball at this time yesterday. (play)

a dinner party when Lisa called her. (attend)
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